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 INTERNATIONAL ECONOMIC REVIEW
 Vol. 26, No. 3, October, 1985

 STRUCTURAL IMPLICATIONS OF A CLASS OF FLEXIBLE

 FUNCTIONAL FORMS FOR PROFIT FUNCTIONS*

 BY RAMON E. LOPEZ

 In 1973, Diewert proposed the use of various Flexible Functional Forms (FFF)

 for profit functions. Since then, the use of FFF specifications for profit functions

 in empirical production analysis has become increasingly popular (Woodland

 [1977]; Kohli [1978]; Cowing [1978]; Sidhu and Baanante [1981], etc.). A

 number of alternative FFF specifications are available which may seem equally

 plausible. In fact, the choice among FFF for empirical applications is typically

 a purely arbitrary decision. The central problem considered in this paper is

 whether some FFF impose more or less a priori restrictions on the structure of

 production. The purpose of this note is to show that indeed an important class

 of FFF, when used to represent profit functions, impose quite undesirable

 restrictions on the production technology. These restrictions include quasi-

 homotheticity and certain additional separability structures of the underlying

 production technology. A paper by Blackorby, Primont and Russell [1977]

 shed some doubt on the flexibility of FFF when certain separability conditions

 are imposed. It proved that the flexibility of these forms rest indeed on very

 feeble grounds, being extremely sensitive to weak separability restrictions. These

 forms do not provide second order local approximations to an arbitrary weakly
 separable function. What we demonstrate here is that an important family of FFF

 does impose serious structural rigidities on the underlying production structure

 even if weak separability is not imposed.

 We first present a simple taxonomy of flexible functional forms which allows
 us to classify them into two major families according to certain key differences.

 Next, we show that one of these families imposes quasi-homotheticity and certain
 separability conditions on the underlying production technology. In section 3,
 we provide some general comments concerning the implications of these results
 as a potential basis for discriminating among FFF in empirical analysis. We

 end this note with a summary of the major conclusions.

 1. TWO CLASSES OF FFF REPRESENTATIONS FOR PROFIT FUNCTIONS

 Consider a profit function, c =n(q) where q is a vector of M output and N

 input prices. Most FFF of the above function can be represented by (Blackorby,

 Primont and Russell [1978])

 (1) 0(Z) = ao + ald + 1/2 d'Bd

 where 0(*) is any arbitrary, monotonic increasing function, d = [Z(q)] is a vector

 * Manuscript received September, 1983; revised October, 1984.
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 594 RAMON E. LOPEZ

 of M + N monotonic increasing functions of the M output prices and N input

 prices, i.e., Z(q)=[Z'(qj), Z2(q2),.., ZM+N(qm+N)], ao is a parameter, a is a
 vector of M+N parameters, and B=[bij] is an (M+N)x(M+N) symmetric
 matrix of parameters.

 An alternative equivalent way of representing equation (1) is the following:

 (2) k(ir) = g [Z 1 (q 1), Z2(q 2), * * *, ZN + M(qN + M)]

 where g(.) is a quadratic function. Since 4 is a monotonic increasing function,

 it is invertible and, therefore, we can write:

 (3) 7 = 9[g(Z1, Z2,..., ZN)]
 and hence

 (4) 7rij az. a027 azj

 where rij- =_ Oqiq. Since the expression

 (5) aicdg a2 d + ~ 1a g ag
 azjaz1 azjaz. ~z az.

 we obtain that the ratio of the second derivative of 2 with respect to prices is

 z 02g +, ag ag az, azj
 (6) )i _ z aziaz Zj qZi 0j aq i

 ( ) Tik r 2_ + ag a0 1 aZi aZk
 L aZiZk aZi aZk j aqi aqk

 Note that if the transformation 0( *) is linear, then /" = 0 and thus (6) collapses to

 (7) 7ri- azj(qj) jaZk(qk) ] Bik Vi, j, k=1,...N+M
 )Cik aqj Uqk

 where Bjk is a constant because g(.) is quadratic and, hence, is independent

 of all prices except qj and qk.
 Thus, we can classify FFF according to whether they are characterized by a

 linear (LFFF) or non-linear (NLFFF) transformation on the left-hand-side vari-

 able, n. Widely used functional forms of the class LFFF are the Generalized
 Leontief and the Normalized Quadratic while the Translog form is the best known

 function corresponding to the NLFFF group. In the Generalized Leontief

 form 0(n)=n and Z(qi)=q- 12 and in the Translog case 0(/)=lnn and Z(qi)=
 Inqj.

 2. LFFF SPECIFICATIONS FOR MULTIOUTPUT TECHNOLOGIES1

 Consider the following identity:

 1 The results obtained in this and other sections are shown for long-run LFFF profit functions
 (i.e., when all factors are variable). However, the results can be trivially generalized to the case

 when some inputs are fixed.
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 FLEXIBLE FUNCTIONAL FORMS 595

 (8) Xs(P1, P2,*.., PM, W) = Ps uY1(P, W), Y2(P, W),... YM(P, W), W]

 where x5=_ an(p, w) is the Marshallian factor demand derived from the profit a w

 function ir(p, w), Its ac(w, Y) is the Hicksian demand function derived from the

 cost function c(w, y), p is a vector of M output prices, w is a vector of N input
 prices and y is a vector of M output quantities. From (8) we obtain

 (9) axE - a8s - as aYk
 ap, a~i k=1 aYk aPi

 Using Hotelling's lemma in our definition of LFFF specifications one can verify
 that:

 axm/api Z'(Wm) (10) =X/P =Bs -(W, V SI mi

 where z'(ws)= az(W) and z '(W) = az(wm)
 aws awm

 Thus, a LFFF implies that (10) is independent of all output prices and of all

 factor prices except w, and Wi. Using (9) and (10) it follows that

 Mi Ods OYk

 (11) d ~~xlapi k=1 Y k 0Ai V s mi.
 axm/api atm CYk

 k=1 aYk 'AP

 That is, the right-hand side of (11) is also independent of all output prices p
 and of all factor prices except wm and ws. This should hold for all levels of factor
 and output prices. Therefore, the right side of (11) is independent of all
 outputs since output levels are not, in general, independendent of output prices.
 Independence of output levels is necessary and sufficient for independence of

 (11) of p because the Hicksian factor demands us[YA(p, W), Y2(P, W),...,
 Ym(P, w), w] and, hence, their derivatives are dependent on output prices via
 the output quantities only. Obviously, neither the numerator nor the

 denominator of the right side of (11) can be reasonably assumed to be inde-

 pendent of all output prices. Hence, only if the total effect of output prices on Ps
 is identical to the corresponding effect on Mm can (11) be independent of all

 output prices. In this case the total output price effects on Its and Elm would cancel
 out in (11). This can only occur if the marginal effect of output levels on
 each input is identical up to a scale factor which is independent of the vector of
 outputs. That is, integrable Hicksian factor demands should have a structure of
 the form

 (12) US = V(Y1, Y2*, YM) * HS(w) + Bs(w) .
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 596 RAMON E. LOPEZ

 If this structure prevails, then

 (13) - HS(w) a, a~k -PE _ HS(w) Vs~mOi ________ Iim t/k=1_ Yk _ _ H_ (W)_5
 aiim/ap H~1(w O ~ Yk Hm(w)

 k=1 aYk Oa

 which is independent of all output prices.

 The structures of (12) and (13) are not as restricted as (10) because (13) is

 dependent on all factor prices and not only on wm and ws as (10) suggests.
 Therefore, it is necessary to specialize the functions H,( ) and Hn(.) to be
 dependent only on w, and wmn respectively rather than on the full vector of
 input prices, w. Hence, the Hicksian factor demand functions consistent with the

 restrictions of a LFFF multioutput profit function (i.e., consistent with (10))
 are of the form:

 (14) As = 8(Y1, Y2,, YM) * N(w)Hs(ws) + Bs(w) s = 1,..., N.

 It can be easily seen that the associated cost function is quasi-homothetic, i.e.,

 N

 (15) c = 9(Y1, Y2,, YM)* H[ E g'(w1)] + B(w).

 The structure of the cost function in (15) is well known (see, for example,
 Blackorby, Boyce and Russell [1978]). It corresponds to a Gorman-Polar form
 (Gorman, [1953]) which meets the sufficient conditions for aggregation across
 firms when firms are cost minimizers. It implies that the underlying production

 function is such that the expansion paths are straight lines that are not necessarily
 borned in the origin. That is, the isoquants are parallel and the marginal rates of
 substitution among input pairs are constants independent of the output scale.
 This implies that all factor demand elasticities with respect to output tend to
 unity as output rises. The B(w) function in (15) reflects the existence of a
 minimum set of committed input levels which are used even if no production takes
 place and even when all factors are variable inputs. The composition of these
 committed quantities of inputs is dependent on relative factor prices as reflected
 by the fact that B(w) is not necessarily a linear function of w. If B(w) vanishes,
 then the production function is homothetic to the origin. This structure has
 been widely used in empirical analysis in the context of consumer demand
 (Blackorby, Boyce and Russell [1978]) because it allows for aggregation across

 households. However, in production analysis, this structure is rather inadequate
 because it appears unrealistic to assume that variable inputs will be used at zero
 output levels.2 Moreover, the conveniency associated with the fact that the struc-

 2 Notice that the function B(w) is dependent on variable input prices. That is, the zero output
 cost of production is a variable cost, i.e., it cannot be interpreted as a fixed cost.
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 FLEXIBLE FUNCTIONAL FORMS 597

 ture in (15) is consistent with aggregation is unnecessary in the context of

 production when profit maximization (and competitive behavior) is assumed.

 Under profit maximization with all factors variable and price taking behavior,

 the aggregation conditions are automatically satisfied.3 There is no need to

 impose any structural restrictions on the production technology (except, of course,

 the conditions for profit maximization) in order to obtain consistent aggregation.

 Furthermore, the fact that the function H(.) in (15) is additively separable

 implies that the slope of the expansion path of each input pair is independent of

 factor prices other than those corresponding to the input pair. Note from (15)

 that the Hicksian cross price demand effects are independent of output levels,

 i.e., -(oltilwj) = for all ij#J.4

 A third implication of (15) is that such a structure imposes the existence of

 an aggregate output index, ?(y Y2 & YM). That is, outputs are weakly separable
 from all inputs, and thus, the marginal rates of output substitution are indepen-

 dent of factor quantities. At a general equilibrium level this implies that output

 prices are independent of factor prices. This suggests that LFFF for profit func-

 tions would not be appropriate specifications for complete econometric models.

 For the case of a single output technology,5 (11) simply implies that the

 ratio ay /ayIm is independent of output as well as of all other input prices

 except wm1 and w,. Using Shephard's lemma, it is clear that this signifies that the

 marginal cost function can be written as 8c(w, v) = G(y, h(w)) where h(w) is
 ay

 strongly separable. Integrating this expression with respect to y and using the

 linear homogeneity condition of c in w yields a quasi-homothetic function.6

 (Continued on next page)

 See Bliss [1975].

 The independence of the marginal rate of substitution among input pairs of all other factor

 prices and outputs is shown as follows. The Hicksian factor demand associated with (15) is:

 d, s(y)H'g.s(wj) + Bj(w)

 p- Bs(w) s(y) H'.gs(ws) Vs

 pm-Bs (w) gs(ws) =L(w, sw) V s, m.

 Hence, ps -Bs(w)=L (ws, wm) [,,, -Bm(w)] and the slope of the expansion path or marginal
 rate of substitution is a-ts =L (we, wm), which is not only independent of outputs, but also of all

 factor prices except w, and wm.
 5 The papers by Woodland [1977] and Kohli [1978] are examples of empirical studies which

 have assumed a single output LFFF for a profit function.

 6 As an example consider the Generalized Leontief (GL) single output profit function which
 is a highly used (Woodland [1977], Kohli [1978], etc.) LFFF developed by Diewert [1973].

 The GL Function is

 N N N

 r=boop+2 E2 b0i p12"'w!2 + E2 E2 bi wI/2wI'2. i=B - i=t j=c be s

 By using the definition 7r(p, w) =_max [py -c(w, y)] 5 it can be shown that the following cost
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 598 RAMON E. LOPEZ

 It is interesting to analyze the type of revenue function underlying an LFFF

 profit function. Use the definition

 (16) 7c(p, w) = max [R(x, p)-wx]
 x

 where R(x, p) max [py - wx: T(x, y) =0] is the revenue function and T(.) is
 y

 a transformation function. From (16) using Hotelling's lemma, it is clear
 that the following identity holds:

 (17) YS(P1, P2,-I PM, W) = 's(P1 P25., PM' X(P, W)), for s = 1,..., M

 where the LHS are the profit maximizing output levels and the RHS are the

 revenue maximizing outputs evaluated at the profit maximizing input vector x.

 Differentiating (17) with respect to a factor price wi, we obtain 18 a_ - q __ N O 8Xk
 (18) OWi OWi kL k i (18) 8W~~ 8W~ k=1 8Xk OWL

 Using Hotelling's lemma and assuming that 7r(.) is a LFFF then

 ay_/Ow - z'(p,) B V s, 1, i
 8y1/8wi z' (pi) S1

 (19) N ENS 8Xk
 k=1 8Xk 8Wi

 N l 8Xk
 k=1 8Xk 8Wi

 It is clear that (19) is independent of all factor prices and output prices

 except ps and Pl. Therefore, using similar arguments as those used in the context
 of the cost function, we obtain that the revenue maximizing outputs have the
 following structure

 (20) s = 3(X1, X2,..., XN)A(P)As(Ps) + Bs(p) VS = 1,..., M

 and, hence, the revenue function can be written as:

 m

 (21) R(x, p) = f(X1, X2,.., XN)A[ E hi(pi)] + L(p)

 where A[.] and L(.) are non-decreasing, linear homogeneous and convex func-
 tions. Note that A~(p) in (20) is the function A'[*] in (21).

 (Continued)

 function belonging to the class of quasi-homothetic functions yields the GL profit function:

 c=(boo-y)-1 [E-bo0wI"2] E bijw! W,
 i i j

 where y>boo.
 That is, the GL profit function implies a quasi-homothetic cost which satisfies all the separa-

 bility restrictions discussed in the text.
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 FLEXIBLE FUNCTIONAL FORMS 599

 The structure of the revenue function in (21) suggests that an aggregate

 input index f(X1, X2,..., XN) exists and hence that inputs are separable from

 outputs. Thus, using (15) and (21) it is clear that a LFFF imposes both

 separability of outputs from each input and at the same time separability of inputs

 from each output. Aggregate output and input indexes exist. The structure of

 the revenue function in (21) also reveals that there exists a form of quasi-

 homotheticity in the output space as well. The function L(p) reflects combi-

 nations of outputs which are independent of input levels. Expansion paths in

 the output space emanate from a point in the output surface L(p) and are linear.

 That is, the shapes of the output transformation curves are identical for any level

 of revenue above L(p).

 Perhaps the most startling fact shown by expressions (15) and (21) is that the

 functions H( * ) and A( * ) are not flexible and, therefore, the flexibility of the LFFF
 rests entirely on the functions B(w) and L(p). Since these latter functions do not

 reflect interactions between outputs and inputs, one should conclude that LFFF

 are quite rigid in representing these vital interactions.

 3. ISSUES ON DISCRIMINATION AMONG FLEXIBLE FORMS

 The previous analysis has shown that some FFF effectively impose stronger a

 priori restrictions on the underlying structure of production than others. This

 may be seen as one possible basis for discriminating among alternative forms.

 Indeed the quasi-homotheticity and separability restrictions imposed by LFFF

 are quite undesirable and, since NLFFF do not impose them, one could conclude

 that the latter forms should be preferred to the former. However, there exist a

 number of further issues to consider to be able to discriminate among FFF. A

 particularly important additional consideration is concerned with the global

 properties of FFF. Most FFF do not globally satisfy certain desirable regularity

 conditions, i.e., monotonicity and convexity. Previous studies have shown that,
 in general, it is very difficult to provide much insight into the global behavior of
 FFF when more than two commodities are considered. Caves and Christensen

 [1980], for example, have shown that even for two commodities the Generalized

 Leontief's and Translog's regular regions vary substantially according to the

 magnitude of the elasticity of substitution. For more than two commodities,
 the comparison of their respective regular regions becomes substantially less

 conclusive. The size of the regular regions for each form is, in general, highly

 sensitive to the particular mixture of substitution elasticities.

 It is interesting to note, however, that one highly used LFFF, the Normalized

 Quadratic, is capable of satisfying one of the regularity conditions (convexity)

 globally. That is, if the Normalized Quadratic is locally convex, then it is also

 globally convex. This represents an important counterbalancing advantage of

 the Normalized Quadratic form. The monotonicity condition is not necessarily

 globally satisfied by the Normalized Quadratic when such condition is locally met.

 Thus, the trade-off between the capacity of modelling more complex technologies
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 600 RAMON E. LOPEZ

 and of satisfying regularity conditions globally is presented when comparing the

 Normalized Quadratic and NLFFF. The Normalized Quadratic imposes more

 prior restrictions on the structure of technology than NLFFF but it is able to at

 least satisfy the convexity condition globally. It is essentially the same trade-off

 faced in choosing between non-flexible forms (i.e., Cobb-Douglas and CES) and

 flexible forms. The trend has been clearly to prefer those forms capable of

 representing more complex technologies even if their global properties are hard

 to verify.

 4. CONCLUSIONS

 We have shown that flexible functional form specifications for profit functions
 which are linear in profits impose important a priori restrictions on the structure

 of the production technology. These undesirable properties of this class of flexible

 forms are not, however, shared by forms which are non-linear in profits. This

 suggests that, contrary to what is usually assumed, not all flexible forms are

 equally general and able to model equally complex production structures. We

 have proved that both single and multioutput LFFF for profit functions imply

 the following restrictions for the production technology:

 1. Quasi-homotheticity or linear expansion paths which imply that the

 marginal rate of input substitution is independent of output levels. An undesirable

 feature of quasi-homotheticity is that it implies that all input demand elasticities

 with respect to output tend to one as output increases.

 2. Certain additive separability restrictions which signify that the marginal

 rate of substitution among any input pair is not only independent of output levels

 but also of all factor prices except those of the input pair.

 3. In the multioutput case, by using LFFF for a profit function, one also

 imposes separability between inputs and outputs. The implication of this is that

 the marginal rates of output transformation are independent of factor intensities
 or factor prices.

 4. The quasi-homotheticity and separability restrictions also extend to the

 underlying revenue function. In particular, the expansion paths in the output
 space are also linear or, equivalently, the shapes of the output transformation

 curves are invariant to input levels.
 The fact that these restrictions on the production technology are implicitly

 imposed when one uses a LFFF profit function had not been previously recognized.

 It is important that applied researchers be aware of these restrictions at the
 moment of choosing among FFF for profit function specifications.

 University of Maryland, U.S.A.
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